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 Divide and rule 











 telephonic 





 Virtue is God 



 essence  Knowledge  Virtue 



Aristotle-384 BC�322  Plato-428/427 BC�348/347 BC 

   BC



 


 

 Walter Terence Stace 




 preeminent 

American Philosophical 



 Princeton University 







 Association

 "But as, for Socrates, the sole condition of virtue is knowledge, and as knowledge is just what can be

imparted by teaching, it followed that virtue must be teachable. The only difficulty is to find the teacher,

to find someone who knows the concept of virtue. What the concept of virtue is that is, thought 

Socrates, the precious piece of knowledge, which no philosopher has ever discovered and which, if it 

were only discovered, could at once be imparted by teaching, where upon men would at once become

virtuous." (A critical history of Greek philosophy by W.T. Stace p.149)







  

 

 

 western philosophy 

 Virtue is God 

 supreme ultimate universal theory  

 mother of theories 

 Divine theory  
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 Virtue is God 

















(1)When he (Ghufar sahib)claimed? 



  Virtue is God  



 

 alghulam.com

  

(2)What is the difference between ahmadi, lahori ahmadi and you?



 



















        



(3)Do you do tabligh?







 

(4)How many have accepted you so far?



 

 



 

 



 

 


 




 

 



  













